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H. Raguse

The Oedipus Complex in the Book of Esther

I would first like to clarify some of the possibilities and difficulties of using

psychoanalysis to interpret texts in general, and biblical texts in particular.

Secondly, I would like to share some of my thoughts about the Book of Esther

in the Old Testament.

My Understanding of Psychoanalysis

I would like to start by telling you what I view as the essence of Freudian

psychoanalysis, based on my education. Psychoanalysis in the Freudian tradi-

tion differs from other schools of psychoanalysis particularly in that it is only

mildly interested in empirical observations of people from the outside, but

places great value on what people relate about themselves. Psychoanalysis

understands these narrations as attempts to establish and explain the self and

its relationship with its environment. All things considered, these attempts

always involve needs and the anxieties that may have created these needs.

Anxieties arise primarily when, based on earlier experiences, situations are

interpreted as being dangerous, and thus actually are dangerous.

A psychoanalyst assumes that everything someone says is meaningful,

regardless of whether one would have to call it true or false in any conven-

tional sense. This is most clear in dreams. Dreams are formations of fantasies

that are at best prompted by real events and do not usually describe them in

any actual sense. However, Freud discovered that dreams have meaning, that

they express comprehensible thoughts that can be revealed by correct

interpretation. Psychoanalysis in the Freudian tradition is an explanatory

activity, and as in theology, reflection on this activity of understanding is

hermeneutics.1 However, there is a superstructure to this activity of

explaining, namely efforts at generalisation and abstraction. Strictly speaking,

these theories cannot be classed as hermeneutic sciences; rather, they are

formations of theory interfacing with medicine, sociology and philosophy. The

central fields of these abstractions are on the one hand called clinical theory,

that is, the study of illnesses, whose terminology includes notions such as

depression or obsessional neurosis. On the other hand, there is

metapsychology, the embodiment of model concepts used in psychoanalysis,

such as, for example, the concept of a Super-ego or the unconscious or a

1. Cf. H. Raguse, Psychoanalytische Hermeneutik 1998.
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defence. Both clinical theory and metapsychology are hardly relevant when it

comes to direct work with patients. The same is true for the doctrines of

Trinity or Reconciliation when it comes to interpreting a miracle story from

the Gospel of Mark. In both systems, there is a connection between theory and

everyday work, but they have no direct bearing on practice.

Psychoanalysis and the Interpretation of Texts

What could possibly be the use of applying psychoanalysis to texts, and to

biblical texts in particular?2 Texts can also be viewed as explanation. A

subject — that is, a human being who lived in the past — has recorded his or

her experiences with the self and the world and reports about them to others.

The experiences reported here are experiences with an other to whom the

name God is given. As an interpreter using psychoanalysis to approach this

text, I interpret interpretations, as is the case in psychoanalytical work.

However, if I interpret them psychoanalytically, I ask for reasons in a very

specific way. The truth-claims of the texts are relegated to a second place.

This does not mean, however, that this claim is denied, nor that it is accepted

at face value. While reading these texts, I interpret their meaning regardless of

whether they describe a reality that can be found outside the text. Reading the

text in a psychoanalytical way means being interested in the wish expressed in

the text. This could be the wish, for example, to have a protecting father or a

mother providing a sense of security, or the wish to clear away all evil from

inside and outside, or to remove all injustice. I am specifically concerned with

what happens with the wish, whether the text indicates any possibility of

realising it, and if so, to what extent the subject him/herself can contribute

anything to the fulfilment of the wish, and to what extent other powers are

involved or responsible. Finally, I can also attempt to consider to what extent

the text symbolically mirrors an early family situation. However, the most

important thing I need to understand to enable a psychoanalytical reading of

the text is something else: I must consider the way the text addresses me and

what kind of convictions it wishes to convey. I therefore not only pose

questions about content, or in linguistic terms, the semantic aspects of the text;

I also consider the effect the text has on the reader. This is the pragmatic

aspect of the text. We all know the effects of a text. We love books because

they can give us something and convey the feeling that we are taken seriously.

We have trouble finishing a book if it gives the impression of being bad or

stupid. This reflection upon the reader’s feelings and fantasies is a starting

point for understanding something of the effect a text has on its readers. In

2. I have discussed this extensively in Psychoanalyse 1993.
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general, however, the manipulation of the reader, which I call guiding the

reader, is also indicated in the text itself. When, for instance, a parable is

followed by the injunction “all who have ears to hear, let them listen”, this is

a direct appeal to the reader to pay very close attention. Why, then, is the

effect of a text, the pragmatic aspect of a text, so important? I would like to

deal with this question in the next section by trying to show you something of

the analytical process.

The Concept of Transference

This brings us to the central psychoanalytical concept of transference and its

correlative counter-transference. I will not dwell here on the development of

this concept in psychoanalysis, and will instead suffice with a short systematic

account of the concept. Psychoanalysts believe that in the course of its early

development, the child internalises its experiences with the important persons

in its environment. It is important to stress the word “experience”, because the

child does not internalise the mother and father the way they truly were, but

rather uses its experiences to construct fantasies about how it would like these

persons to be: they should of course be sweet and wonderful, and they should

always be there for the child and anticipate its every wish. With these

fantasies, the child constructs images of infinitely good and kind parents,

which are necessarily unrealistic, even when the parents make every possible

effort to be good to the child. A second series of fantasies is triggered by the

child’s disappointment when it compares its internalised images with the real

parents. These fantasies are also internalised. They are images of malicious

and egotistical parents who only have time for each other and neglect the

child. The child experiences hate towards these internalised parents. These

divided images of parents who are only good or only bad are the earliest

internalisation. Later, when the child is more mature, it also constructs

integrated images, in which the good and bad characteristics of the parents are

connected. These internalised images are usually closer to the truth.

When, as grown-ups, we meet new people, it is unavoidable that we

use these internalised images, or rather, frameworks, to acquaint ourselves

with them. Depending on the rigidity or flexibility of these internalisations,

this process will lead to serious misunderstandings or to an initial relationship

that may later change. Generally speaking, our normal social contacts enable

us to reduce the distortions in our perception of the other. Because this normal

contact is suspended in psychoanalysis, the archaic images appear with

reference to the analyst. The analyst is either wonderful and good or depraved

and bad. Due to the special analytic situation, this perception cannot

immediately be corrected. It is even strengthened in the course of time,

depending on the predominant fantasy of the person in analysis. Psychoana-
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lysts believe that the fantasies which are unrealistically connected to the

analyst have contributed to the illness and that they must therefore be

modified.

Identifying the psychoanalyst with the internalised images of the per-

son in analysis is called transference, because this person transfers early

childhood experiences made with other persons to a present relationship.

This transference corresponds with images, fantasies and feelings that

the analyst has when confronted with such fantasies. This is called counter-

transference. With some practice, it is possible to learn from one’s own

feelings how to unlock the transference one is confronted with. The objective

of my own work has been to understand the feelings provoked when reading

texts in a way similar to the counter-transference in the analytical process, at

least when texts are to be read from the perspective of psychoanalysis. My

intention, therefore, is to carry out the process of textual interpretation in

much the same way as the psychoanalyst does with the person in analysis.

Some years ago, I was struck by a parallel between the notion of trans-

ference and several elements of the theory of texts. The American literary

scholar Wayne Booth3 and many other authors have distinguished between the

historical and the implicit author, who both in turn have to be separated from

the narrator. The historical or biographical author is a person who lived at one

time or is still alive. The implicit author is this author, to the extent that he

has gone into his text; he is the originator of the world encapsulated in a

specific text. According to Booth, he is the “sum of all choices” which have

had to be made to select this world-in-text from the abundance of all possible

choices. The narrator, finally, is the teller of the story, represented implicitly

or explicitly as a first person singular. Among other things, the narrator is the

point of reference for the tenses in a narration or in a poem.

These three types of author are mirrored by three types of readers, the

historical reader, a person of flesh and blood; the implicit reader, a theoretical

figure who should have approximately the same knowledge as is assumed by

the implicit author; and finally the virtual reader. This last type of reader is

particularly interesting. In literary texts he is mirrored by a fictional figure,

that of the narrator, whose fictitiousness is especially clear when he pretends

to be omniscient. The textual relation between this type of author and this

type of reader corresponds exactly to the transference process that occurs

when a child addresses its cruel father. That is also a fictional event, similar to

what happens when one allows oneself to be drawn into a literary text. One

often stops reading when one gets the impression that the text is trying to do

something “unpleasant” to the reader. Reading also provokes feelings when

the text tries to impose a certain role on the reader. Reflecting upon these

3. W. Booth, Rhetoric 1961.
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latent feelings is a starting point for recognising the particular role required of

the reader. Emotional reactions become more clear when I compare them with

those of other readers. My interpretation of Esther will show how this works

by using the history of its reception as an approach to the dynamics of the

text.

The Object of Analytical Text Interpretation

Most psychoanalytical literary interpretations try to arrive at an interpretation

of the biographical author via the text. The key question is how the text

symbolises the author’s specific inner situation. While this method is certainly

not simply wrong, it fails to correspond to those directions in literary studies

that approach texts as autonomous products that have come loose of their

authors. Author interpretations are inclined to use the text as a biographical

source, and when an author, such as, for example, Thomas Mann, has left

extensive diaries, it becomes very difficult to appreciate a text as a text and

not as a symptom of its author. Structuralist text interpretation has abandoned

the notion of authorship altogether, but it is hard for readers not to have the

idea of somebody writing and narrating. Is he the author?

It is precisely psychoanalysis that can give us an answer. As you prob-

ably know, analysts confine themselves to the material revealed to them by

the person in analysis. One should not ask the partner or the parents, and one

will not usually read the latest book by the person in analysis. The central

issue is not the social figure of the person in analysis, but that person to the

extent that he appears in his narrations. The image of the person in analysis is

constructed from only these narrations, and in the interpretations one tries to

offer him or her something of that image in order to broaden or modify the

understanding of the self. The author is no longer a biographical figure, but a

construct that originates from the text, or, to use Roland Barthes’4 successful

comparison, the biographical author is dead, but he finds his resurrection in

the image of an agency confined to the text. Such an author has every

anonymous myth and so do the books in the bible, even when we do not

know their authors, as is the case with the Book of Esther. He is the implicit

author mentioned earlier.

I talked about the construct of an author. A second thing is constructed

in the psychoanalytical interpretation of texts, namely the meaning of the text.

Psychoanalytical meaning is not a meaning that lies behind the manifest

meaning of the text, nor is it its actual meaning: this would represent a

doctrine similar to the one established in the old church, namely that there is a

4. R. Barthes, Mort de l’auteur 1968.
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true and God-given meaning behind historical meaning. Such an assertion

amounts to an unacceptable ontologization of reading strategies which is no

more than a product of human thinking. Psychoanalytical clinical work does

not presuppose an unequivocal and hidden “unconscious meaning of writing”,

even though one can find passages in Freud which come close to such an

interpretation. Since relations and linguistic acts have taken centre stage in

analytical work, many analysts have been inclined to view analytical

interpretations as constructions of meaning rather than as retrieved meaning.

However, this construction of meaning is not arbitrary, but rather it is guided

by sets of rules. Due to the fact that the oral “text” produced by the person in

analysis is in principle equivocal, and because this text does not in itself con-

tain anything overtly psychoanalytical, it requires two qualifications that do

not originate from the comments themselves. The first one is the reflection on

themes that come up in the relation but which perhaps cannot even be talked

about, and then does lend the text its meaning all the same. We owe the

clearest explanation of this to Alfred Lorenzer5. The second necessary

qualification is that of psychoanalytical theory in all its different levels of

abstraction. We need theory to construct the text psychoanalytically. There can

be no psychoanalytical interpretation without any theoretical foundation. The

same is true in principle for theological interpretation.

To recapitulate once again: reflection on the effect of a text and theor-

etical groundwork make valid psychoanalytical interpretation possible, both

with respect to people in analytical therapy and with respect to written texts in

an exegetic process.

Psychoanalysis is often reproached for reading theoretical notions into

patients’ remarks. Psychoanalysis is therefore said to be irrefutable and thus

unscientific. Half of this reproach is justified, but these objections also apply

to other therapeutic techniques. The basic assumptions of behavioural therapy

are not empirical in the same way that the data found on the basis of these

assumptions are. Every science has founding constructs which make the

absorption of observations possible. This is also true for psychoanalytical

theories, which cannot indeed be empirically refuted but which can be

modified in a process of observation and reflection. Objections against trivial

uses of theories meant to provide a sense of omniscience are justified,

however. Theories are vehicles for possible content, not content itself. It is

always surprising how these contents fit in these vehicles. Without vehicles

for ideas, however, there can be no interpretation.

5. A. Lorenzer, Wahrheit 2nd ed. 1976.
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The Oedipus Complex

The main theoretical vehicles in psychoanalysis are the views on the basic

family constellation as represented in the so-called oedipal situation.

a. The Individual Oedipus Complex

One of the principles of psychoanalysis is the notion that every human being

not so much remembers as internalises the most important experiences of early

childhood. This means that these experiences become frameworks which act as

references for absorbing new experiences. This does not mean, however, that

these referential frameworks must be realistic. A child whose father appears

weak to other people may present an image of greatness and omnipotence. In

the first place, every father is at least sometimes actually great in comparison

with a child. This is a slice of reality. However, the child uses these fragments

of reality to create a wishful image of a godlike father he hopes to find again

everywhere, in real people and perhaps also in religious ideas. Freud, then,

saw the triangular situation of the Oedipus complex as the child’s most

important internalisation. It was the first of his major psychoanalytical

discoveries, made in the early years of his research with reference to himself.

From the perspective of the boy, the issue is the love he feels for his mother

and the jealousy towards his father. The boy, however, experiences the father

as superior. He therefore has to renounce his mother and accept that his

parents have an exclusive relationship in which there is no place for him. This

is an extremely painful experience. It is alleviated, however, by the boy’s

admiration for his father, and by the feeling that he himself can one day

become as great as the father. The child can abstain in the present, because

the feeling is referred to developments in the future. The child therefore does

not experience an absolute “no” but a “not yet”. The “mother”, however,

whom the boy will one day win, is not the real mother of early childhood, she

remains out of reach, but another woman, who will inherit some of the love

once reserved for the mother.

In many ways, the development of the girl is parallel to that of the

boy. It is also characterised by the combination of rivalry with the mother for

the father and orientation to the mother. The mother becomes an example of

womanhood for the girl. However, Freud believed that the development of the

girl was in many ways more difficult than that of the boy. Freud believed this

was connected to the girl’s fantasy of having been robbed of the most

important part of the body, the penis. According to Freud, this fantasy

develops into the widespread idea of female inferiority, and causes the girl to

blame her mother, who gave birth to her, for this deprivation. Freud is

probably right when it comes to understanding a fantasy specific to a

particular culture. His assumption would then amount to an archaeology of
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female feelings of inferiority and the discrimination of women in our society.

Extrapolating this into a general conclusion is certainly wrong, however. But

Freud’s assumption does explain why relations between girls and their mothers

are often more difficult in our culture than those between boys and their

fathers.

What I propose here is the classic interpretation of the Freudian school

which is also accepted by Melanie Klein. In her interpretation she has added

the history prior to this development, stipulated by Freud himself to occur in

the third year. Klein, on the other hand, believed that this development must

be placed at a much earlier stage, namely when the depressive position is

developed.

b. Collective Oedipal Concepts

Freud proposed not only an individual representation of the oedipal devel-

opment, but also a representation comprising all of mankind. However, he did

not represent his concept of the collective oedipal complex so that it would

satisfy ethnological claims; instead he wrote a kind of myth illustrating how

human culture develops within an oedipal structure. According to this myth,

which Freud first published in his work “Totem und Tabu” (1912-1913),

people were said to have first lived in small groups under the strict rule of a

father. This father was said to have claimed all the women in the group for

himself while the sons were forced to find their partners outside the group.

One day, however, the sons rebelled against the father, killed him and ate him

raw in order to absorb his strength — an archaic form of internalisation. The

sons’ victory soon turned sour, however, because they not only hated the

father but also loved and admired him. They suffered pangs of conscience

after the deed. In addition, they were unable to enjoy their newly found

freedom because fights would have broken out among themselves if they had

tried to approach the women in the group. In order to avoid fresh fights, the

sons banned incest and thus voluntarily put in effect what they had previously

been forced to uphold. This marked the birth of the Super-ego in the Freudian

sense. The love for the father and the feeling of guilt re-established the

father’s old rights.

The myth of the omnipotent Ur-father is of course not true in any

historical sense, but it appears to me that it recounts the widespread fantasy of

an almighty and commanding father figure who can do anything, and who

gives every individual the fantastic opportunity to one day become as great as

he is. This hope, which must remain an illusion, would then be the “fuel” for

the young man’s development. This is surely a completely different

anthropocentric perspective. It must be added, however, that women in this

myth do not appear only as sexual objects. Freud often alludes to the
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possibility of matriarchal rule when the guilt-ridden men are incapable of

ruling, but he fails to develop a female perspective.

Esther

How is it possible in practice to read a literary text in a psychoanalytical way?

I would like to give you a textbook example of a methodical procedure that

produces reliable results. Thus I first have to analyse the transference offered

by the text in the way I have described, and from that analysis assign to the

meaningful elements an analytical meaning. Theoretical groundwork and

practical procedures are two different things, however, and that is why perhaps

only in retrospect does it become clear where the text wants to take its readers

and how this is achieved.

My special concern is to try to discover what it means when

internalised oedipal structures surface in the adult’s perception of the world,

and how this is represented in literary terms. Freud, too, tried this in his

literary interpretations, which are not unproblematic. In his small work “Some

Character-types met with in Psychoanalytical Work”,6 we find a chapter

entitled “Those wrecked by success”. This is a very stimulating piece of work,

and implicitly refers to the theme of my lecture, albeit in the reverse, as you

will discover. According to Freud, those who are successful and then fail are

in fact oedipal victors, persons who are adults and who have indeed succeeded

in killing the successors of the early oedipal rival. They fail afterwards

because of their feelings of guilt. This is borne out most clearly in Freud’s

analysis of Ibsen’s play “Rosmersholm”, in which a woman succeeds in

pushing the wife of her lover to her death. Yet the woman then proves unable

to enter into marriage with him.

No such problematic development is evident in the Book of Esther.

The conclusion of the story is rather triumphant and even establishes a festive

tradition, the celebration of Purim. In my analysis of the story, I would first

like to consider the question of if and how oedipal structures can be found

here and how they can be connected with the triumph that ends the story.

I will proceed by calling back to memory and commenting upon some

of the action elements in the book. First, however, I would like to point out

something that may perhaps seem all too obvious. The text was written by a

Jew for a Jewish audience, for a readership which had long lost its political

independence and more or less suffered from oppression. It is therefore safe to

assume that the text hopes to gain approval whenever the Jews are successful

and their adversaries come to harm within the action of the story. It should be

6. S. Freud, Charaktertypen 1916.
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noted, though, that the text does not preach xenophobia. Mordecai works for

the Persian king, Esther becomes queen and courtly culture is rendered as

something positive. Haman, however, is a negative figure, not so much as a

Persian, but simply because he is an enemy of the Jews. If a contemporary

reader wants to approach the story in a fair-minded way, he/she should at least

try to accommodate the bloody triumph which concludes the story, even if it

results in the deaths of 75.000 Persians7.

When approaching a text as a psychoanalyst, one needs to pay atten-

tion to one’s own feelings because they reveal something about the way the

text attempts to guide the reader. However, these feelings can also seem to

miss the point of the text and yet still reveal something important about it. I

believe that this becomes clear at the beginning of our text. As you will recall,

King Ahasuerus is observing a six-month celebration that is concluded with a

seven-day meal. All the riches of the kingdom are on display, the wine is

flowing, and the queen is also celebrating in the circle of her ladies-in-waiting,

apart from her husband. When the king’s heart has been buoyed up by the

wine, he decides that Queen Vashti should be brought to him with the royal

diadem so that all can admire her beauty; “because she was very beautiful” it

says quite emphatically. She refuses, however, and this makes the king very

angry. He asks his advisors what to do, and their answer is unequivocal: the

queen has humiliated the king for all to see and this could set a dangerous

precedent throughout the kingdom. The king’s advisors say he must take tough

measures, and this is what he does. The queen is deposed and may never

appear before the king again. Modern readers will feel sorry for the queen and

be critical towards the king for taking such harsh action. At any rate, that was

my reaction. But did Jewish readers, male or female, react in the same way? I

have asked a number of Old Testament scholars, but did not receive an

unequivocal answer. However, some written reactions by Jewish exegetes have

survived: the Midrash to the Book of Esther stresses the impropriety of

Ahasuerus’s behaviour, and Vashti’s refusal is made understandable in that she

argues against the decision with an extensive speech. She is unable, however,

to change the king’s mind. The reader, however, will be convinced by the

modest arguments put forward by Queen Vashti, and will therefore hardly feel

any sense of triumph when the queen’s ouster paves the way for Esther. But

another legend in the Babylonian Talmud8 recounts that Queen Vashti ordered

the Jews to work naked on Sabbath. The fact that she now refuses to appear

naked is not due to a sense of modesty but rather because she was struck by

leprosy. Apart from this, she is said to have had thoroughly sinful intentions.

7. In connection with this passage, Jan Assman has pointed out that this massacre — for which the

Jews are often reproached — ended not in a bloody reality, but in a utopian celebration, very

much in contrast to the anti-semitic persecutions.

8. L. Goldschmidt, Babylonische Talmud 1964-1967, Bd. 4, p. 49.
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It is not clear how we should evaluate this legend, but it allows the reader to

follow Vashti’s tale without pity. Her dethronement comes as a punishment

for her transgression towards the Jews.

Could all early readers have reacted in this way? We cannot be sure,

but this is no reason for us to reject our contemporary pity. It appears to be

true, however, that the text tends to be directed against Queen Vashti. The

narrator presents the idea that there is great danger in women defying their

husbands as such an obvious fact that one gets the impression that he assumes

his reader will agree with the queen’s dethronement.

The text does contain traces of a special respect for Queen Vashti,

however. These traces have been worked out by Christianne Méroz,9 a Swiss

nun. She sees Vashti as the archetype of the rebel who destabilises religious

and social order in order to preserve her dignity as a woman. When Ahasuerus

sends for her, he says Vashti, the queen should be brought before him. This

sounds patriarchal and depreciatory, as if the generic term “queen” is just

another title. When she refuses, the text says “Queen Vashti refused”. Has she

only been able to gain complete royal dignity by refusing? The text can be

understood thus by contemporary readers. However, this reading would require

a change of perspective that is at best hinted at in the text.

The logic of the action requires that the queen be deposed, because that

is the condition for Esther, Mordecai’s niece, to be elevated to the position of

queen — which enables her to save the Jews and destroy the enemies of the

Jewish people. Even though God is never mentioned in the Hebrew version of

the Book of Esther, any mention of the Jewish people implies God, and we

can therefore suspect that anything that saves God’s people is in accordance

with God’s intentions. This is also true of Vashti’s dethronement, even when

she invokes the pity of early and contemporary readers, and especially of

today’s female readers.

Esther is presented as an orphan. When a new queen is wanted, the

most beautiful virgins from the entire country are taken to a harem, subjected

to a long beauty treatment and then brought to the palace for a night with the

king, who will choose one of them as his new wife. The image we get from

this scene resembles the Ur-scene in Freud, where an Ur-father has all the

women in the group at his disposal. However, this scene has been transported

to a courtly environment. Whereas Freud recounts the proceedings in the Ur-

group with some measure of criticism, the narrator in the Book of Esther

lovingly depicts all the details of the beauty care session and the garments. In

addition, the king himself is never criticised, but praised for his generosity and

magnanimity.

9. Chr. Méroz, Esther 1995.
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The reader already suspects subsequent events, and indeed things turn

out as expected. Esther is the most beautiful and the most virtuous, and even

though she is a Jewess, she takes the place of Vashti and becomes the new

queen.

What, then, does all this have to do with the oedipal situation? At first

glance, nothing at all. Yet when we consider that the Oedipus Complex is not

only a social situation, but also an internalised structure of consciousness, we

can try to group the characters in the narration according to their place in the

oedipal drama. In this case, the king becomes the father, the queen becomes

the mother and the orphaned Esther becomes the daughter. This identification

becomes even more obvious when we consider that in folk tales, the king and

queen often stand for the idealised parents. Esther thus usurps the privileged

place of the mother next to the father. Because of its positive valuation, the

text betrays the perspective from which it is written: not just from a Jewish

perspective, but also from the perspective of Esther and every woman who

secretly dreams that the father chooses her and prefers her over her mother.

Freud believed that the Super-ego and its concomitant feelings of guilt

in the Oedipus Complex originate from the child’s ambivalence. This one-

sided notion has been rejected by contemporary research. In particular, Me-

lanie Klein has shown that feelings of guilt must be dated at a much earlier

stage. It is worth noting, however, that the oedipal situation and its tensions of

love and hate towards an other of the same sex imbues feelings of guilt with a

new quality. They are now an indication of the fact that we have to engage in

aggressive confrontations with people whom we also love dearly, and this

makes us guilty.

There are no feelings of guilt in the Book of Esther, only the triumph

of the victor. Though this sense of triumph is not expressed explicitly —

rather, Esther is a model of modesty — her conduct garners only praise from

the reader. Even when the Persians are massacred, she is naturally in the right,

because only those who hurt the Jews are killed. But where can we find the

feelings of guilt that we expect? They are lacking in the text, but find their

place elsewhere, namely in the reader, whose response to Vashti is one of

understanding and pity, and who reads the report of the revenge against the

Persians with great astonishment.

Why do we only find triumph in the text? According to Freud, the

normal child must give up the Oedipus Complex because it is an illusion. The

child can never be the father’s or mother’s real partner. It must give up this

wish and ignore any impulse to do away with the parent of the same sex.

Instead, the child must internalise the ban on incest and murder to be

rewarded with the possibility of one day becoming like its parents. When we

read Esther’s story in this light, we find that it has a completely different

conclusion. Esther is successful, her rival capitulates and she gets the desired
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partner. Having said that, however, I must retract most of my words: it is not

Esther who drives off her rival, and she has no desire for King Ahasuerus.

The reverse is true: Ahasuerus is the active party. It seems to me that this

reversal has been applied in order to make feelings of guilt unnecessary. The

story has been written from the perspective of a little girl who fantasises that

she is beautiful and desirable, that the father has no other choice but to

abandon the mother and marry the daughter. After all, the mother is also

unworthy, and the child is therefore not to blame.

A narration is of course a fictional form and not the biography of a

little girl. We therefore should not try to read the psychology of an individual

human being into it, but rather read it as a typical fate that could become

important for an early readership. I am inclined to define the narration as a

“daydream”, a definition also used by Freud. The narration then becomes a

realistic fulfilment of the wish that the king, the father, finally discovers the

child, appreciates it in all its beauty, prefers it to all others and enables the

child to take revenge on those who have hurt it. This is an oedipal fantasy that

one enjoys dreaming, particularly when one knows that it cannot be fulfilled.

Its realisation would be terrible and would end in wholesale murder. This

oedipal fantasy can, however, provide sweet symbolic consolation for a

readership that has been exiled and feels excluded and persecuted by the

powers that be. On the other hand, instead of developing a hatred for their

political oppressors, readers who wish to appreciate this story cannot help but

admire the king. Even though he wields terrible life and death power, as does

the fictional Ur-father, he becomes a figure whose love is greater than his

hate. I suspect that this adulation of Ahasuerus is not rooted in any sense of

Realpolitik, but should be seen against the background of the longing for a

father from whom good things are expected.

The Hebraic Esther-text puts the woman’s oedipal situation at centre

stage. All other conflicts, especially the one between Mordecai and Haman,

take a back seat to this narrative centre. In later Greek additions10 the accent

shifts in favour of the men. Mordecai dreams of a battle between two dragons,

and the interpretation explicitly establishes that these dragons are both male

rivals. The battle eventually produces a stream, and this stream is Esther. The

king is still there, but he is relegated to the background in favour of God. The

battle between the two men is the centre of the narrative, however. The male

perspective has been placed in the foreground and Esther is mainly a tool for

the liberation of the people.

It is striking that God does not appear in the original Book of Esther,

but only in the later additions to the text in the Greek Bible. Yet God is

always seen as a father-figure in Judeo-Christian culture, and this is why my

10. Die Apokryphen 1998.
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conjecture that Ahasuerus should not only be seen as a textual symbol for the

father but also for God may not be too far-fetched. The development of the

story between Esther and Ahasuerus should demonstrate the relation between

Israel and God, at least in the reader’s dreams. Jewish loyalty, exemplified by

Mordecai and Esther, should eventually force this great but often cruel God to

find Israel again, as happened once before with the Exodus. Old Testament

scholars have often observed that the Book of Esther is full of Exodus

motives. These motives are intertextual indications of the messianic story,

whose fulfilment is represented by images of the oedipal triumph, and which

is thus given an effective rhetorical power.

Christian Interpretation

Exegetes of the medieval church have understood the Book of Esther in

structural terms rather than in psychoanalytical terms, and yet their interpre-

tation does not differ greatly from mine. Hrabanus Maurus, the ninth-century

Frankish exegete, has proposed an allegorical interpretation of the Book of

Esther.11 Ahasuerus represents Christ, and Esther is a representative of the

church, rather than of Jewry. She has replaced Vashti, the synagogue, and

Mordecai embodies the church’s spiritual leaders. It is exciting to see how

Christianity forcefully christianises a Jewish scripture by turning it against its

spiritual originators. It is not the Jews, as represented by the figures of Esther

and Mordecai, who find God, but on the contrary, they yield to the “new

Israel”, the Christian church. While the text was a fictional piece of work for

the Jews, the church’s allegorical interpretation directly intervenes in the

contemporary and very real argument with Judaism. The church unifies itself

with Christ, she is his bride, and the old bride is expelled. All those who have

once persecuted the church are in a very real sense destroyed. A daydream has

become reality, the synagogue has been defeated: on medieval pictorial

representations, she is shown as being blind, and her staff has been broken.

The church as bride does not feel guilty, but triumphs over her rival. The

church’s oedipal victory over the synagogue is paralleled by the victory of

Christian text interpretation over the Jewish version. The Ur-Jewess Esther is

forced to become the primal image of her enemy the church.

In my view, we now have a healthy counter-movement. The victor —

the church — has at last begun to feel guilty about the destruction of Judaism;

and guilt means recognising that one wants to love and become like those who

have been persecuted. The church should be able to profit from this. On the

11. See G. Gerleman, Esther p. 2ff.
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other hand, realising Esther’s dream is a grave danger for contemporary Israel.

Such a scenario would only end in further bloodshed inspired by an illusion.

Esther is not Oedipus, nor is she Electra. Nonetheless, as a literary text

the story is suitable for stimulating our latent oedipal fantasies and for offering

them as a medium for symbolisation. In the clear recognition of this lies the

attraction of psychoanalytical reading and of psychoanalytical hermeneutics.
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